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Thank you for purchasing Cyanure by ImagikSound. Cyanure is the first product of a 

new line. It’s a three independent Sine waves generated with Reaktor ® by Native Instru-

ments, just all stereo pan set and the center Sine wave is augmented by an environmental 

sample. The three orbital controls handle Ladder LP4 Filter, Flair, Flanger and Tune. There 

are three volume knobs for every sine wave and the global ADSR Envelope knobs.  The but-

ton “Random configurations” generates ever different combinations for the three Sine 

sources and the Brute source while the “Alpha button” initializes the randomized parame-

ters. You can save and load the configuration presets. The “Save button” can store the three 

orbital configurations, their volumes, the global envelope, the Brute factor, the Delay and 

Reverb parameters into the Data subfolder, where you can find the Init.nka preset and just 

some further example presets. 

Let’s discover  the Brute Factor on the next page. 
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The Brute factor is a blend of a Saw and a Triangle waves generated through our virtual 

synth created with Reaktor® by Native Instruments and equalized, lowpass filtered, mangled 

by a phaser and, obviously, reactive to the same effects that influence the three Sine waves. 

You must be careful with the frequencies of the three Sine waves filtered and mostly with the 

Brute factor frequencies. Just pay attention to the volumes, you could obtain massive cool 

sounds though there are limiters and compressors that create a safe treshold, ImagikSound 

is not responsible for your misuse of Cyanure's settings. ImagikSound is not liable for any 

damage to equipment or people due to incorrect use of Cyanure by the user. We recommend 

experimenting with low volumes before you have fully understood the use of Cyanure. We 

hope you enjoy the instrument as we hope you will be nice to tag us when you use it in a 

video or audio demo on the web. 

Cheers 
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System Requirements 

This library requires Native Instruments Kontakt Full version 6.3.0 or later. The sample files are 

compressed to lossless in 96kHz and 24bit NCW audio format. Please read all instrument specs 

and software requirements before purchasing an ImagikSound product. Many instrument presets 

in this library are extremely system resource intensive. We highly recommend that you have at 

least 4GB of system ram, a multi-core cpu and an 7200 rpm SATA or SSD hard disk before pur-

chasing this particular ImagikSound library. Large sample sets like those found in this library and 

a massive amount of effect parameters may load slowly and may cause system instability on the 

computers and to the DAW. You must have at least  Windows version 7 or later, or Apple OSX 

10.10 or later.  

 

LICENSE AGREEMENT 

By installing the product you accept the following product license agreement: 

 

LICENSE GRANT 

The provided samples, instruments and presets can be used for your commercial or non-commercial music, sound-effect, 

film, television, internet, videogame, trailer, or other audio/video post-production, performance, broadcast or similar fini-

shed content creation and production use without the prior permission from ImagikSound under the terms of this Agree-

ment. The license for this product is granted only to a   s i n g l e   user. ImagikSound allows you to use any of the sounds 

and samples in the library you've purchased for commercial recordings without paying any additional license fees or pro-

viding source attribution to ImagikSound. 

 

ImagikSound represents and warrants that it has the authority to enter into this Agreement, grant the rights granted herein 

and no other consent is required for ImagikSound to fully perform hereunder. ImagikSound further represents and war-

rants that nothing in the product or the content contained therein, including the Samples, violates or infringes any right of 

any third party, and the product and the content contained therein, including the Samples, are and will be free of third-

party ownership.  ImagikSound will indemnify you and your successors, assigns and licensees from and against all 

claims, damages or expenses arising from any breach of this Agreement by ImagikSound.  The rights and remedies of 

ImagikSound in the event of a breach or alleged breach of this Agreement by you shall be limited to ImagikSound right to 

recover damages, if any, in an action at law.  ImagikSound shall not have the right to enjoin or restrain your use of the 

product or the Samples in any Production or to rescind any rights granted to you hereunder, and ImagikSound irrevocably 

waives any right to equitable or injunctive relief.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, in the event of 

any expiration or early termination of this Agreement, you may continue to use in perpetuity the Samples synchronized in 

any Production prior to the date of such expiration or termination in the manner set forth herein 

 

RIGHTS 

ImagikSound retains full copyright privileges and complete ownership of all recorded sounds, instrument programming, 

documentation and musical performances included in this product. 

 

RESPONSIBILITY 

Using this product and any supplied software is at the licensee own risk. ImagikSound holds no responsibility for any di-

rect or indirect loss arising from any form of use of this product. 


